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The linear interaction between (coherent) ultrashort broadband optical pulses and fibre 

gratings, referred to as the ultrashort pulse response of fibre gratings, is theoretically and 

experimentally investigated. The reflected and transrnitted pulses of an ultrashort pulse 

incident upon a fibre grating are calculated using coupled-wave theory. The eEects of 

different grating characteristics, such as grating strength, phase response (dispersion), chirp, 

and apodization on the ultrashort pulse response are examined. A symrnetric transform- 

lirnited 1-ps Gaussian pulse is assumed as the ultrashort broadband input to the gratings; the 

reflected and transrnitted pulses take on significantly different shapes and vary in duration. 

The prominent features observed are qualitatively explained in order to gain physical insight 

into the dynarnics of the ultrashort pulse response. 

To experimentally veri@ the theoretical calculations, the temporal response of 

transforrn-lirnited picosecond pulses reflected and transmitted from a fibre Bragg grating is 

measured using a surface-emitting nonlinear semiconductor multi-layer waveguide as an 

optical correlator. 

The results of the theoretical study indicate that there is the potential for a new class of 

devices and applications for optical cornmunications by combining ultrashort broadband pulses 

and fibre gratings. In particular, a multiple-grating fibre device structure that can decompose 

an ultrashort broadband pulse simultaneously in both wavelength and time domains is 

designed, demonstrated, and its uses in optical communications are outlined. Other 

applications, including temporal pulse shaping and the implementation of optical code-division 

multiple access are also discussed. 
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L'interaction linéaire entre des impulsions optiques qui sont ultra-courtes et qui 

possèdent des bandes de fréquences larges et des réseaux Bragg (en fibre) ayant des bandes de 

fréquences étroites est examinée d'un point de vue théorique et expérimental.. L'impulsion 

refléchie ou transmise d'une impulsion ultra-courte incidente sur un réseau Bragg est calculée 

avec la théorie des ondes coupIées. Les effets des différents charactéristiques d'un réseau 

Bragg sur la réponse d'une impulsion ultra-courte sont examinées. Une impulsion Gaussienne 

avec une durée d'une picoseconde qui est transforme-limitée et avec un profile symmetrique 

est utilisée comme l'impulsion ultra-courte; les impulsions refiéchies et transmises prennent 

des profiles très différents et varient en durée. Les traits saillants observés sont expliqués 

qualitativement pour comprendre la réponse d'une impulsion ultra-courte. 

Les reflexions et transmissions des impulsions picosecondes et transforme-limitées 

d'un réseau Bragg sont mesurées expérimentalement employant un corrélateur optique qui 

consiste d'un guide d'onde de sérniconducteur non-linéaire qui produise de la radiation émise 

par la surface. 

Les résultats de l'étude théorétique démontrent la possibilité de nouveaux devises ou 

des applications pour des systèmes de communication optique. En particulier une structure 

comprenant de plusieurs réseaux Bragg qui peut décomposer une impulsion ultra-courte avec 

une bande de fréquence large simultanément dans les domaines fréquentiels et temporels est 

conçue et démontrée et ses emplois dans des systèmes de communication optique sont 

iii 
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spécialisée ou l'implémentation optique de  "code-division multiple access" sont discutées. 
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9 1.1 Fibre optic communication systems 

In the thirty years since the fïrst proposa1 by Kao and Hoçkharn of glass-fibre 

waveguides for low-loss transmission, research in fibre optics and Iightwave communication 

technology has progressed extremely rapidly. During this t h e ,  the developments of compact 

optical sources and detectors, low-loss optical fibres, devices necessary for optical signal 

processing functions, and network architectures have made fibre optics the choice technology 

for al1 communication systems involving fixed paths longer than a few meters [l. 1, 1-21. 

Due to their flexibility and applicability in long and short-haul telecommunication links, 

broadcast and distribution networks, and local area networks, fibre optics have revolutionized 

the field of communications and are primarily responsible for the advent of the information 

age. The potential carrying capacity of optical fibres, approximately 30 THz (30 Tbit/s) at the 

communication wavelengths of 1.3 pm and 1-55 pm, has resulted in demands not only on the 



increase the capacity of voice channels, fibre optic communication systems are readiiy being 

deployed in multimedia applications, especially broadband integrated services digital 

networks, where increased bandwidth for transrnitting voice, video, graphics and other 

multimedia teiecornrnunication services is required Cl. 1 - 1-41. 

The capacity of a communication system is typically measured through the bit rate 

distance product, BL, where B is the bit rate and L is the repeater spacing. Figure 1.1 

illustrates the progress of lightwave communication network technology through five 

generations of networks. In only twenty years, the bit rate distance product has increased 

several orders of magnitude and fùture systems are expected to surpass current vaIues even 

W.. - - 

1974 1978 1982 1986 1990 1994 

Year 

Figure 1.1-Progress in lightwave communication technology through five generations of 
fibre optic communication systems (afier [ l .  1, 1.5 1). 
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available technology of the time. The first generation operated at a wavelength of 0.8 pm in 

multi-mode fibres with a transmission capacity of approximately 50-100 Mbit/s over a 

repeater spacing of 10 km. The second and third generations used single-mode fibres and 

operated at longer wavelengths in order to reduce dispersion or loss-data rates of 2.4 Gbit/s 

over hundreds of kilometers were achieved. Current fourth and fifth generation lightwave 

systerns are based on multi-channel systems or optical solitons and G W s  or higher data rates 

over thousands of kilometers have either been demonstrated or are projected. 

The first three generations of lightwave systems are single channel systems whereby al1 

the channels use the same optical camer to transmit information. Single charnel systems are 

lirnited to a maximum data rate of approximately 10 Gbiîh due to the speed of the electronic 

components needed for signal processing and do not efficiently utilize the available fibre 

bandwidth. These probfems are overcome by employing multi-channel systems. For multi- 

channel systems, multi-access protocols are needed to define the communication between two 

partners at the physical level so that their signals are distinguishable ~ o m  those used in other 

connections in the network. Figure 1.2 illustrates the different protocols used: optical time- 

division-multiptexing (OTDM), fiequency or wavelength-division-multiplexing (WDM), and 

code-division-multiple-access (CDMA). In OTDM, each chamel is transmitted in its own 

individual time dot with no temporal overlap of the signals; for WDM systerns, signals fiorn 

different channels are distinguished by their camer fkequency (wavelength); and in CDMA 

based networks, each signal is identified by its own unique signature sequence (waveform or 

code). 



(a) OTDM 

Channel 1 

Channel 2 

Channel N l l i ~  

1 f Channel 1 j 

Channel 2 1 
F .  

(c) CDMA 

Figure 1.2-Simplified schematic representation of the different access protocols for multi- 
channel systems: (a) OTDM, (b) WDM, and (c) CDMA (after [l -11). T is the bit period. 

In OTDM, the signals are separately modulated, each at a bit rate B using the same 

carrier frequency, and are subsequently multiplexed to form a composite signal at an 

aggregate data rate NB where N is the nurnber of channels. OTDM systems require optical 

pulses shorter than the bit period at the highest multiplexed line rate in the network in order to 

interleave different modulated data streams with negligible cross-talk and an optical clock to 

drive the demultiplexers and synchronization units in order to ensure that the inserted channels 

go into a vacant time slot in the multiplexed data stream. Despite d~cul t ies  in implementing 

OTDM due to the synchronization processes between the receiver and transrnitter, and the 

need for uitrafast optical time-division-demulti/multiplexers C1.31, OTDM networks can 

achieve ultrahigh transmission capacities. Indeed, 100 Gbit/s systerns have been dernonstrated 

[1.63, 
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users over the same fibre and offer several advantages over OTDM. These include simpler 

optical signal processing components and channel transparency to data formats or rates which 

facilitate signal processing 11.31. The performance of WDM systems depends on several 

critical technologies: tunable transmitters and receivers, wavelength selective components for 

multifdemultplexing operations and other signal processing fùnctions, and the speed at which 

WDM channels can be accessed. There is presently a great deal of research being pursued, 

both in enabling technologies for WDM and in demonstrating WDM based networks [1.7 - 

1.93. 

The third multi-access protocol which has recently attracted interest is optical CDMA 

[l .10 - 1.121. CDMA, which is a multi-access technique whereby users can access any 

channel randomly at any arbitrary time, differs fiom both OTDM and WDM which are 

scheduled multi-access techniques whereby different users access the network according to a 

fixed assignrnent (time for OTDM and wavelength for WDM). Multiplexing of signals is 

achieved by assigning minimally interfering codes to different user pairs and each user cm 

transmit asynchronously with respect to other transmitters over a common channel. 

Furthemore, users can transmit without delay rather than having to wait for the next availabte 

time dot or wavelength. 

Each of the multi-access protocols has its own merits and debate in the 

teIecornrnunication industry continues over which technology, OTDM, WDM, or CDMA, 

provides the optimal solution for increasing or optimizing system capacity. Though the 

particular implementations in an optical network will depend on the applications and system 

requirements, combining the technologies, for example hybrid OTDlWWDM [1.14] or 



future fibre optic communication systems [l .16]. 

9 1.2 Fibre Bragg gratings 

Although the optical fibre has the potential to cary the large amounts of data required 

by present and future communication systems, the transmission of data, and in particular an 

increase in transmission capacity, is not the only issue that needs to be addressed. The 

projected data rates of such systems cannot be processed by conventional electronic methods 

(the so-called ccelectronic bottleneck") and novel devices, capable of optical signal processing 

and other basic optical fùnctions, will be required. In recent years, there has been an extensive 

amount of research in the photosensitivity of glass; not only since the phenomenon is a 

scientific curiosity, but also for its practical significance, especially in the designs of optical 

fibre devices necessary for optical communications. 

Photosensitivity in glass fibres was discovered "accidentally" by Hill et al. in 1978 

[1.17] while studying the nonlinear effects of specidy designed high silica fibres. During the 

experiment, blue-green light fiom an argon-ion laser at 488 nrn or 514.5 nm that was launched 

into the fibre resulted in permanent changes in its transmission and reflection characteristics: 

the attenuation of the transmitted light through and the backreflection of light fiom the fibre 

was observed to increase with prolonged exposure to the blue-green light. Subsequent 

investigations showed that these changes were the result of a permanent refractive index 

grating photoinduced in the fibre core. Specifically, the incident blue-green light interferes 

with counter-propagating light Fresnel-reflected fiom the far end of the fibre creating a 

standing wave pattern whkh permanently modifies the refiactive index profile of the fibre. 



standing wave pattern and behaves as a distrïbuted Bragg reflector, reflecting light of the same 

wavelength as the illurninating beam. 

The use of photoinduced grating structures as reflection filters was immediately 

realized and demonstrated [1.18]. However, since the Bragg condition was satisfied only for 

wavelengths near that of the illurninating beam (wrîting wavelength), the range of applications 

initially appeared lirnited, especially for telecommunications which operate at longer 

wavelengths. Thus research in the next ten years (1978 - 1988) was fairly sporadic with the 

idea of photosensitivity in glass remaining much a scientific curiosity. 

Fibre (Bragg) gratings became the subject of intense investigation following the 

observation of a separate photosensitive effect of frequency-doubling in optical fibres in 1986 

[1.19], and more importantly, the interferometric or holographic method for writing fibre 

gratings proposed by Meltz et al. in 1 989 [ 1.201. They showed that gratings cm be produced 

by extemdly exposing the fibre core to the interference pattern of two ultraviolet (W) beams 

at = 244 nm. The choice of using an UV source was in part due to the work of Lam and 

Garside [1.21] which showed that the magnitude of the photoinduced reffactive index 

modulations depended on the square of the wrîting intensity (at 488 nrn) suggesting a two- 

photon process. The photosensitive effect should then be a one photon process in the UV 

region and index changes could be induced more rapidly. One important feature of the 

interferometric fabrication technique is its flexibility for writing gratings that satisQ the Bragg 

condition at a longer wavelength than that used to write the grating. This is due to the fact 

that the grating period can be varied by changing the wavelength of or the angle between the 



wavelengths were initially fabricated 11.221. 

Over the past few years, research in photosensitive fibres has centered around four 

areas: (1) an understanding of the nature of the photosensitivity and the origin of the effect, 

(ii) alternate methods for writing gratings, (iii) novel grating structures, and (iv) applications 

of fibre gratings. 

The physical mechanism behind the photosensitive nature of optical fibres is largely 

thought to be due to the formation of oxygen-deficient defect sites in Ge-doped silica [1.23 - 

1.261. Ge is normally bonded with four oxygen atoms; however, at a defect site, one of the 

oxygen atoms is replaced either by a Si or a Ge atom, and has an extra donor electron 

associated with it. The oxygen-deficient bonds act as defects in silica, forming a defect band 

with an energy gap of approximately 5 eV. Exposure of the fibre core to W Light will result 

in single-photon absorption breaking the defect bonds and the released electrons are trapped 

at hole-deficit sites to form color centers and . a  change in the absorption spectmm. This 

resulting change in the absorption spectrum is accompanied by a corresponding change in the 

refiactive index through the Kramers-Kronig relation. 

Although photosensitivity in optical fibres has been observed in specially doped, Ge- 

fiee fibres [1.27, 1-28], standard telecommunication fibres have been characterized more 

extensively. Methods have also been developed to increase the photosensitive response of 

standard telecornmunication fibres [ 1.29, 1.301. However, a detailed understanding of the 

exact physical mechanisms responsible for the photosensitive effect is far fiom complete since 

many processes may be simultaneously involved and studies are still ongoing [ 1.3 11. 



continued to advance grating fabrication techniques and develop new fibre-grating based 

applications. The interferometric method for writing gratings suffers fiom the requirement 

that the spatial and temporal coherence of the two interfering beams be ensured during 

exposure, typically on the order of a few minutes, which is difficult to effectuate. Thus, new 

methods where these tight tolerances on the spatial and temporal coherence of the bearns 

could be relaxed (for example, over a few ns rather than few minutes) were proposed and 

demonstrated. Several groups demonstrated that high-reflectivity gratings could be formed 

with a single pulse of UV radiation r1.32, 1.331 and this method was fiirther incorporated in 

the fibre drawing process 11.341. 

A significant breakthrough in grating fabrication techniques is the non-holographie use 

of phase masks proposed independently by Hi11 et al. [1.35] and Anderson et al. l1.361. The 

difiacted UV light fiom the phase rnask forrns a periodic intensity pattern which modifies the 

refiactive index of the fibre placed behind, and in close proximity to, the phase mask. In 

[1.35], the phase mask is constructed so that the O& order difiacted beam is rninimized while 

the + lb order beams are maximized. The interference of these beams results in a standing 

wave pattern with a period equal to half that of the phase mask. This pattern is transferred to 

the fibre, inducing the grating structure. An appealing feature of the phase mask technique is 

that the grating pitch and coupling strength can easily be varied thereby simplifying the 

fabrication of more complex grating structures. 

Fibre gratings have numerous applications, especially in optical communications. The 

majority of the applications make use of the wavelength selective nature of the gratings: they 

have been used in a variety of wavelength selective devices such as band-stop or bandpass 



and for wavelength or mode selection in extemal fibre-cavity lasers [1.24]. Tilted fibre 

gratings E1.411, whose index structure is inclined relative to the axis of the fibre, and long- 

period gratings 11.423 are also used as wavelength selective components and for gain 

spectrum flattening. Other applications make use of the dispersive nature of fibre gratings for 

dispersion compensation or pulse compression 11.43, 1.443 or the use of a periodic structure 

for phase matching [1.45]. Novel grating stmctures are also being studied: phase shifted 

gratings [1.46], which are uniform gratings incorporating a phase shifted region, and 

superstructure gratings [ 1.471, which are gratings in which the grating parameters Vary 

periodicaily, have been proposed, demonstrated, and used as wavelength selective 

components or in-line comb filters for multiwavelength fibre lasers l1.481. The above List of 

examples is fat. fiom complete. In fact, the applications and possib'ities in designs of new 

grating structures are seemingIy endless and continually attract research interest. 

5 1.3 Contributions of the thesis 

Typically, fibre grating devices and applications involve the use of either narrowband 

cw or pulsed sources where the spectral bandwidth of the input signal is narrower than the 

grating response bandwidth, or incoherent broadband sources (the input is essentially a cw or 

quasi-cw signal). In addition to grating-based device demonstrations, experirnental and 

theoretical studies of pulse propagation through uniform or nonunifonn grating structures for 

the case where the spectral bandwidth of the incident pulse is nmower than that of the grating 

response have been perfomed [1.48 - 1-50]. In [1.48], the effects of the grating dispersion on 

the reflection of transform-limited picosecond pulses incident on uniform fibre gratings are 



broadening and modifications in the pulse shape (no account for the details of the temporai 

pulse shape is given) dependmg on the grating characteristics and relative detuning between 

the peak wavelengths of the incident pulse and grating response. In [1.50], a theoretical 

analysis of uniform and nonuniform gratings is performed. In particular, the authors present a 

new method of modeiing the grating in order to gain physical insight into the nature of its 

response. The grating is replaced by an effective medium which has no grating but is 

characterized by a fiequency dependent refiactive index. Propagation through the grating is 

then equivalent to that through the effective medium. 

There has also been a recent investigation [1.52] on the propagation of pulses through 

fibre gratings for the case where the spectral bandwidth of the incident pulse is several times 

larger than that of the grating response. Specifically, the temporal reflected pulse shapes of 

picosecond constant phase pulses f?om chirped and unchirped gratings are measureû. 

However, the effects of grating characteristics on the reflected pulse are not discussed in 

detail. 

This thesis has two main purposes. First, the linear interaction between (coherent) 

ultrashort broadband optical pulses and fibre gratings, referred to as the ultrashort pulse 

response of fibre gratings, is investigated, motivatecl by the lack of any such detailed stuclies. 

Specificaily, the theoretical analysis of linear pulse propagation through single uniform and 

nonuniform fibre gratings for the case where the spectral bandwidth of the input pulse is larger 

than that of the grating response is considered. The effects of dîîerent grating characteristics, 

such as grating strength, phase response (dispersion), chirp, and apodization on the reflected 

and transmitted pulses are examined. The features of the ultrashort pulse response are 
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means for visualizing the dynamics of the interaction between ultrashort broadband pulses and 

fibre gratings. These explanations, which complement the coupled-wave theory that is 

cornrnonly used to model pulse propagation in various gratings are consistent with the 

physical properties of fibre gratings and will also allow the response of ultrashort puises 

interacting with more complex grating structures to be predicted without prior detailed 

calculations. The t heoretical cdculations are then experimentally verified. 

The second purpose of this thesis is concerned with extending the uses of fibre 

gratings in optical communications fiom cw or quasi-cw sources to the ultrashort pulse 

regime. The results of this study show that there is the potential for a new class of 

applications and devices in which ultrashort broadband pulses are combined with simple or 

more complex fibre grating structures. 

3 1.4 Organization of the Thesis 

The thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 outlines the coupled-wave theory that is 

used to model pulse propagation through fibre gratings. Both fiequency domain and time 

domain coupled-mode equations are considered. Simulations of the reflected and transmitted 

pulses from various uniforrn and nonuniform gratings are then presented, followed by detailed 

qualitative explanations. In Chapter 3, we provide experimental measurements for the 

ultrashort pulse response of fibre gratings. In Chapter 4, the possible applications, especially 

for optical communications, in which ultrashort pulses are combined with fibre gratings are 

described. In particular, a multiple-grating fibre structure that decomposes an ultrashort 

broadband optical pulse simultaneously in both wavelength and time domains is designed and 



design considerations for optimizing device performance. We also consider the possibility of 

pulse shaping and implementing optical CDMA using uItrashort pulses and fibre gratings. 

Finally, in Chapter 5, the results are summarized and future work is outlined. 
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The propagation of waves through periodic structures has been discussed by a number 

of authors [2.1 - 2.61. Tt is well known that the introduction of a periodic perturbation in a 

waveguiding structure will result in a coupling of the waveguide modes and the solutions to 

such problems are given exactly using Floquet's theorem. Though exact and relatively simple 

in formulation, applying Floquet's theorem involves extensive numerical computations and 

obtaining an exact solution may not yield qualitative insight into the physical nature of the 

interaction. For most cases of practical interest, the periodic perturbation is relatively weak 

and the propagation (interaction) of waves can be described using a simpler mathematical 

formalism, the coupled-mode equations. In the case of gratings in single-mode fibres, the 

periodic perturbation results in coupling between the fonvard and backward propagating 



Generally ody first order Bragg reflection and coupling with the first-order harrnonics of the 

periodic structure are considered. The coupled-wave equations have been successfblly and 

extensively used to determine the characteristics of uniform and nonuniform fibre gratings and 

for modeling cw or quasi-cw (long pulses) propagation through fibre gratings [2.7]. 

In this chapter, the propagation of ultrashort broadband pulses through narrowband 

fibre gratings is modeled using the coupled-wave equations. We begin by deriving the 

coupied-wave equations in both frequency and tirne domains, followed by simulations of 

ultrashort pulses interacting with fibre gratings. Finally, we discuss the results, providing 

qualitative explanations for the features observed, in order to obtain physical insight into the 

dynamics of the interaction. 

5 2.1 Coupled-wave equations: frequency and time domains 

For simpiicity, we assume that the fields depend on a single spatial variable (though 

most practical geometries involve fibres or waveguides and are thus three-dimensional and 

that the introduction of a periodic perturbation does not alter the field distribution in the 

transverse directions), Say z, and write the electric and rnagnetic fields as 

where C.C. denotes complex conjugation. Then Maxwell's equations for a source-free region 

become 



-- - J Wh12  [L ) 
dz 

-- 
(2.2) 

& 
- j~zz~n(z)E(z) 

where and EO are respectively the permeability and permittivity in fiee space and 

1 

n(r) = [FI' ir the spatially varying index of refraction We can combine these equafions 

to give the following scalar wave equation (Helmholtz equation): 

where k is the wavenumber. For the fibre grating, we mode1 the refiactive index in the fibre 

core as 

where ko is the wavenumber at the design resonant wavelength of the grating (with 

ck* corresponding resonance fiequency w, = - and c is the speed of light in vacuum), no is the 
no 

effective mode index of the unmodified core, and a, K, and 4 are slowly varying fiinctions of 

koz . The function a characterizes the space averaged background refiactive index increase 

due to the envelope of the induced index change (DC background envelope), K represents the 

position dependent coupling coefficient, and 4 describes the position dependent phase of the 

grating. If we assume that 14 , K << 1, introduce a detuning parameter defined as 



where we have also assumed that A << 1 and put 6 = k,z . This equation is of the form 

wherefo is a periodic function with period A = 2 d K  and has the general solution given by 

Floquet's theorem: 

y ( z )  = A(z)&" (2-8) 

where A@ is a periodic function and k is a characteristic exponent. For the case where (2.7) 

represents wave propagation in a periodic stmcture, k is the propagation vector. For a weak 

perturbation and assurning that only (i) the first-order harmonies of fk) are non-negligible and 

(ii) first-order Bragg reflection occurs fiom the periodic structure, we can show that (2.8), 

which is the general solution of (W), can be written in the form t2.41 

Thus in the same marner, we can write 

3 3 
;j(2<+4(<)) and e- 1 1 ( 2 5 + ~ 5 ) )  

Substituting (2.10) in (2.6) and neglecting terrns involving e Y we 

derive the following frequency dornain coupled-wave equations: 



l *  where &(O = O(# + A - -- 
2K 

. a+(<) and a.(<) are identified as  the complex field 

amplitudes for the fonvard and backward propagating waves interacting in the grating. The 

neglected terrns in the derivation of the coupled-wave equations, whiich are small and to 

lowest order do not affect the form of the equations, represent contributions from higher 

order harrnonics of the grating structure, an interplay between the detuning and the gradua1 

variation in the background refiactive index, an interplay between the grating amplitude and 

the background refiactive index, and variations in the amplitude and phase of the grating 

a-(O) and r2.71. The grating reflection and transmission responses are given by HR(u) = - 
a+ (0) 

HT(m) = - a+(L*) respectively and can be obtained by solving (2.1 1 )  subject to the b o u n d q  
a+ (0) 

conditions a+fi') = I and a . (~')  = O where L' is the normalized grating length (i.e. 

L = ~'lk, is the physical grating length). Ody  for uniform fibre gratings do analytical 

solutions for (2.11) exist; for more complex structures, the coupled-wave equations need to 

be solved numerically (see Appendix A). 

The coupled-wave equations are denved in the context of a monochromatic fiequency 

source (cw signal). For linear propagation, the response to a pulsed input can be obtained by 

considering each spectral component separately and integrating over the spectrum of the 

incident pulse. As such, the field amplitudes of the reflected and transmitted pulse can be 

obtained by multiplying the appropriate grating fiequency response with the input pulse 



Fourier transfom. Specifically, 

where @(i'), E ~ ( Q  are respectively the reflected and transmitted pulse fields respectively and 

Er (w)is the incident pulse spectrum. The inverse Fourier Transfomis in (2.12qb) can be 

numerically computed using a number of algorithrns, and in particular, the Fast Fourier 

Transform [2.8]. 

It should be noted that equations (2.12a) and (2.12b) are valid only under the coupled- 

wave approximation which requires that the wavenumber distribution of the electric field 

inside the periodic structure be narrow, i.e. A << ko (the spectral bandwidth of the input pulse 

is contained within the first Brillouin zone). 

The propagation of pulses through fibre gratings can also be modeled with the time 

domain coupled-mode equations E2.9 - 2.1 11. By working directly in the time domain, some 

of the dynamics of the ultrashort pulse interaction c m  be studied since the backward or 

forward propagating waves can be calculated at any point within the grating structure. The 

derivation of the time domain coupled-mode equations is as follows. 

For the one-dimensional geometry considered here, Maxwell's (time-dependent) 

equations reduce to 



E(kor) = + o(koz) + K(ko - ) E ~ ( 2 k ~ z - t # (  k ~ z ) )  + K(koz )e -~ (2 '~+  t( k ~ z ) )  (2.14) 

The fùnctions a, K, 4 have the sarne rneaning as those defined in (2.1) and as before, ko is the 

design resonant wavenumber. In the presence of the grating, the electric field can be written 

as 

Substituting (2.15) in (2.13) and ignoring rapidly oscillating t ems  (i.e. considering 1' order 

Bragg reflection only), we get 

where = k&. If we now define 

upon substitution in (2.16), we find that the envelope functions a, (&1)  satisQ the following 

time domain coupled-wave equations: 

together with the boundary conditions a+ (O, t )  = A(t )  and a- ( L * ,  t )  = O where A(1) is the 

envelope of the input pulse, and initial conditions a ,  (c,O) = O .  Note that the fiequency 



dependent equations (2.18). The envelope fùnctions a+ (c, t )  can be determined at any 

arbitrary point within the grating by numerically solving the above equation (see Appendix A). 

Furthemore, we identie a- (O& = ~ ~ ( f )  and a- ( C ,  t )  = h' (t) respectively as the 

reflected and transmitted pulses from the grating. 

5 2.2 Numerical simulations of ultrashort puise propagation through fibre gratings 

In simulating the ultrashort pulse response of fibre gratings, we assumed a transform- 

limited 1-ps Gaussian pulse centered at 1.55 pm with a peak intensity of 100 (arbitrary units) 

as the ultrashort input pulse and the reflected and transmitted pulses were calculated using 

(2.12a) and (2.12b) respectively. The corresponding Ml-width half-maximum (F WHM) 

bandwidth of the input pulse is 3.5 nm; since the FWHM bandwidths of the grating responses 

considered range fiom approximately 0.15 nrn to 2 nm, the 1-ps pulse is essentially broadband 

in cornparison. The effective index of the unrnodified fibre core was taken to be no = 1.452 

and, unless otherwise stated, the wavelength detuning, Ahdemniq = 1 hpIse - Ad=@ 1 where 

Adesgn = 2m,,/k,, of  the peak wavelength of the input pulse from that of the grating response 

was set to zero. 

J 2.2.1 Uniform gra f ings 

For uniform gratings, the refractive index in the fibre core is given by (2.1) with K(<) = 

6n/.2nri, where 6n is the amplitude of the grating. The two parameters which then determine 

the grating characteristics are the grating length L and the grating strength, or index 



pulses were calculated as a fùnction of the grating strength. . 

Figures 2.1 and 2.2 show the ultrashort pulse response fiom four different gratings, 

varying in strength fiom weak to very strong. The spectra of the input pulse and the grating 

reflection responses are s h o w  in Figure 2.3 in order to illustrate what fraction of the input 

spectrum is reflected while the spectra of the transmitted pulses are depicted in Figure 2.4. 

AIthough the input is a symmetnc transform-limited Gaussian pulse, considerable 

modifications in shape occur for both the reflected and transmitted pulses and we observe the 

following features. The reflected pulses are separated into two components, a main reflection 

and a transient structure. For the weak grating, the main reflection has a square-like shape 

with a gradua1 fall-off in intensity, a duration equal to the round-trip propagation time through 

the grating (At = 2 W c  = 96.8 ps), and is immediately followed by the transient subpulse. As 

the grating strength increases, the main reflection becomes sharper and shorter in duration. 

The main reflection and the start of the transient subpulses are separated in time by the round- 

trip propagation time through the grating. Furthemore, the duration and the number of 

oscillations in the transient subpulses both increase with increasîng grating strength. The 

transmitted pulse fiom the weak grating is alrnost identical in shape to the input; however an 

oscillatory structure develops and becomes more pronounced as the grating strength 

increases. Finally, for a given grating strength, we observed sirnilar ultrashort pulse responses 

from gratings of different lengths. 
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Figure 2.1-Reflected pulses from uniform gratings of length L = 1.0 cm and grating strengths: (a) Gdno = 3 x l0", (b) 6 1 t h ~  = 

IO-', (c) Sn/no = 3 x IO', and (d) Gnho = 1 x lu3, which, for convenience, are referred to in the text as weak, medium, strong, and 
strong respectively. 
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Figure 2.3-Spectra of the input pulse and the reflection responses for the gratings used in Figure 2.1. 
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$2.2.2 Linearly chirped gratirzgs 

For the chirped gratings, we assume that the amplitude of the index modulation is 

constant, however, a linear chirp in the wavenumber is permitted. Thus, ~ ( c )  = 6n/2no is 

B d2# 
unifom and ((0 = -c2 such that - is also uniform. Then, 1&,~, - ilkgnl = Cc where 

2 dC2 

( ~ 1 2 )  C = -  A 
is the chirp parameter in - and h ~ ~ ~ ,  is the local resonant wavelength which is 

27% cm 

position dependent. The three parameters which can Vary and determine the grating 

characteristics are the grating length, strength, and chirp parameter C. Again the length was 

fixed at L = 1.0 cm while the grating strengths and chup parameters were varied. The 

ultrashort pulse response fiom weak and strong gratings with a positive linear chirp 

4 A 
characterized by C = -- are show in Figures 2.5 and 2.6 with their associated spectra 

2% cm 

in Figures 2.7 and 2.8. The reflectivity (transmissivity) and phase response of these chirped 

gratings are greatly dissimilar to those of their unchirped counterparts and thus changes in the 

reflected (transrnitted) pulse shapes may be expected. For the weak grating, the reflected 

pulse is more square-like and the transient less noticeable in cornparison to the uniform case; 

for the stronger grating, the main reflection peak is approximately the sarne with additional 

shaping of the transients. On the other hand, the transmitted pulse from either the weak or 

strong grating greatly resembles its corresponding unchirped counterpart. When the chirp 

parameter is varied and made large enough so that the shift in the resonance wavelength of the 

grating becomes a significant fiaction of the grating response bandwidth, there is increased 
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Figure 2.5-Refiected pulses from a linearly chirped grating of length L = 1.0 cm, chirp 
4 A 

parameter C = - - , and grating strength (a) G h o  = 3 x IO-' and (b) Gdno = 3 x lo4. 
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Figure 2.6-Transmitted pulses fiom the linearly chirped gratings used in Figure 2.5: (a) 6 n / , ~ o  
= 3 x 1 O-' and (b) Gn/rto = 3 x 104. 
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Figure 2.7-Spectra of the input pulse and the reflection responses for the gratings used in 
Figure 2.5. 
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Figure .&Spectra of the transrnitted pulses appearing in Figure 2.6. 



changes in the transmitted pulse shapes were observed. Additionally, there is no difference in 

the shapes of the reflected or transmitted pulses fiom a positively or negatively chirped grating 

of the same magnitude. Finally, for the same grating strength and chirp parameter, the general 

shapes of the reflected and transmitted pulses £tom gratings of different lengths are similar. 

$2.2.3 Gaussim apodized paf  ings 

We examine the ultrashort pulse response fiom apodized gratings with two different 

Gaussian profiles, referred to here as type A and type B. In both profiles, the grating 

amplitude is given by ~ ( 0  = ir, exp(- c2 / (ko w )  ') where K,, = - and 2 G w  is the 
2% 

FWHM of the Gaussian envelope, and no strict variation in the phase of the grating is 

assumed so that KT) = O. For the type A profile, o(0 = 2 ~ ,  exp(- c2 l ( k , ~ ) ~ )  whereas for 

the type B profile, o(T) = O .  The type A Gaussian profile aises fiom the induced variation in 

the average refiactive index (background DC enveiope) due to the variation or local changes 

in the intensity of the UV light which reaches the fibre whereas the type B profile occurs when 

measures are used to compensate for the above variations 12.12, 2.131. The characteristics for 

both types of grating profiles are different but well understood [2.14, 2.151. Specifically, the 

average background refiactive index induces a shifi towards a longer resonance wavelength 

fiom the design center and introduces a pronounced sidelobe structure on the short 

wavelength side due to a Fabry-Perot resonance effect. 

The ultrashort pulse response from type A and type B Gaussian gratings are shown in 

Figures 2.9 and 2.10; the reflection responses of the gratings appear in Figure 2.1 1. The 



u s  

gratings used have a FWHM of 0.5 cm with index modulations - = 5 x  IO-' or 
'10 

& 
- = 3 x and are referred to as weak and strong gratings respectively. For the type A 
no 

profile, the ultrashort pulse response was calculated for two different wavelengths of the input 

pulse: was taken at both the design wavelength of the grating (1.55 p) and at the 

grating response peak to account for the shifi towards longer wavelengths-the response was 

the same regardless of the input pulse wavelength. 

For both types of gratings with weak index modulations, the reflected pulse, as 

expected, assumes a Gaussian shape and the reflection responses are sirnilar. However, for a 

stronger index modulation, there is a notable diffierence in the reflected pulse response 

between the two profiles: the structure of the reflected pulse fiom the type B profile contains 

considerable regular oscillations not present in the type A profile. The transmitted pulse fiorn 

a weak Gaussian grating was similar to the input. For a strong Gaussian grating, the 

transmitted pulse, unlike the case for a uniform grating, does not have a pronounced 

oscillatory structure and consists of a main reflection followed by a smaller single subpulse. 

More importantly, the transmitted response fiom both type A or type B profiles were the 

sarne. 

J 2.2.4 Eflect of wavelength deizcning 

The ultrashort pulse response was also investigated as a fiinction of the wavelength 

detuning between the peaks of the input pulse and grating response. Figures 2.12 and 2.13 

show the calculated reflected and transmitted pulses fiom a strong uniform grating and a 
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Figure 2.9-Reflected pulses from apodized gratings with Gaussian profiles and a FWHM = 
0.5 cm: (a) weak, &dm = 5 x 10" and (b) strong, an/& = 3 x 1 04. For the weak index 
modulation, the reflected pulses fiom type A and type B profiles are virtualiy identical. 
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Figure 2.1 STransmitted pulses from the apodized Gaussian gratings used in Figure 2.9: (a) 
weak, Zn/% = 5 x 10" and (b) strong, Sn/no = 3 x 1 04. The transmitted pulses fiom either 
type A or type B profiles for both index modulations are virtually identical. 
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Figure 2.1 1-Spectral reflection response of the Gaussian gratings in Figures 2.9 and 2.10: (a) 
weak, 6id,v0 = 5 x 1 o 5  and (b) strong, Gdno = 3 x 10'. 
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reflection response, the total reflected power decreases as the detuning is increased; however, 

the pulse shapes are retained. As expected, there is also no reflected signal for a sufficiently 

large detuning. For the transmission response, the total transmitted power increases as the 

detuning is increased and the pulse shape approaches that of the input pulse, also as expected. 

5 2.3 Discussion 

From the mathematical modeling point of view, the ultrashort pulse response is simply 

determined by the inverse Fourier Transform of the product between the input pulse spectrum 

and the appropriate grating response. In most of the cases considered, the input pulse 

spectrum is reasonably flat over the fiequencies of the grating response bandwidth so that the 

reflected pulse is essentially the inverse Fourier Transform of the grating response, i.e. the 

impulse response of the grating. The transmitted pulse is the inverse Fourier Transform of the 

input pulse spectniin minus the fraction that has been sliced out by the grating. Of course, 

both the input pulse and grating response contain phase information which play significant 

roles in determining the temporal shape of the reflected or transrnitted pulse. 

Although the mathematical calculations to determine the reflected (transmitted) pulse 

are straightforward, one would also like to achieve some general physical insight into the 

dynarnics of the reflection (transmission) in order to predict the reflection (transmission) 

response without detailed calculations. This will also provide insight into the design of more 

complex grating structures. Thus, qualitative descriptions based on physical arguments are 

used to provide such insight into the interaction of the pulse with the grating. 
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Figure 2.12-Reflected pulse fiom (a) strong uniform grating and (b) strong type B Gaussian 
grating as a function of wavelength detuning. 
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Figure 2.13-Transmitted pulse fiorn (a) strong uniform grating and (b) strong type B 
Gaussian grating as a function of wavelength detuning. 
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reflected pulse is equal to the round-trip propagation time through the grating as shown in 

Figure 2.1 (a). This can be explained as follows. The 1-ps pulse fias a physical length of 

approximately 0.2 mm (in the fibre) which is considerably shorter than the grating length. At 

any given tirne, the pulse only interacts with a fraction of the grating. Since the index 

modulation is weak, the input pulse will propagate well into the grating and continue 

interacting with it, continually generating a reflected signal. When the input pulse propagates 

to the end of the grating, the last reflection must travel back through the grating; thus the total 

duration of the reflected pulse is precisely the round-trip propagation time through the 

grating. The overall reflected pulse is a coherent sum of the reflected components generated 

as the input pulse propagates through the grzting. This is fùrther elucidated by examining 

Figure 2.14 which shows the backward and forward propagating waves in the grating 

structure as a fùnction of position as calculated by the time domain coupled-wave equations 

(2.18). In these simulations, the waves are calculated at time intervals of A t  = 0.096 ps (the 

entire computation window extending fiom O 5 z 5 8 is divided into 4000 intervals). Clearly, 

the input pulse propagates well into the grating, and the resulting interaction between the 

fonvard propagating wave and the grating continually contributes to the backward 

propagating wave (reflected pulse) which is seen to get larger. The long duration of the 

overall reflected pulse is associated with a narrow spectrum. This narrow spectrum is 

precisely the cw grating response multiplied by the input pulse spectrum. Essentially, the 

coherent sum of the individual broadband reflection components which comprise the overall 

reflected pulse-each generated as the input pulse moves through a new region of the 
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Figure 2.14-Backward (black) and forward (red) propagating waves in the weak uniform 
grating as a function of position. The dotted lines indicate the grating boundaries. The waves 
are computed when the input pulse has just entered the grating, propagated to the middle of 
the grating, and exited the grating (see next two pages). 
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Figure 2.14 (continued)-Backward (black) and fonvard (red) propagating waves in the weak 
uniform grating as a fùnction of position. The dotted lines indicate the grating boundaries. 
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Figure 2.14 (continued-ackward (black) and forward (red) propagating waves in the weak 
uniform grating as a fùnction of position. The dotted lines indicate the grating boundaries. 

grating-results in a narrowband response. That the intensity of the reflected pulse decreases 

with tirne is also consistent this explanation. Since the grating is uniform, the same part of the 

input spectmm is being reflected by the grating segments resulting in less intensity in the 

associated fiequency spectmm to be reflected as the pulse continues to  propagate. Finally, the 

above explanation is also consistent with the sharp t-ise and fa11 times of the reflected pulse, 

which are characteristic of broadband reflection, and occur when the input pulse enters and 

exits the grating. 

The above explanation of the pulse interaction with the grating also applies to stronger 

gratings; however, the latter response is different as seen in Figures 2.1 (b) - (d). For stronger 

uniform gratings there is also a separation of the reflected pulse into a main reflection peak 
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we divided the time domain into small windows and calculated the corresponding Fourier 

Transform for specific windows of interest. Figure 2.15 illustrates the spectral components 

associated with the main reflection pulse and the transient components for the reflected pulse 

from the very strong grating. The main pulse is prirnarîly due to fiequencies in the stop band 

of the cw grating response and the transient subpulses arise from the sidelobe fiequencies. 

The sidelobes also contribute to the main reflection peak. This phenornenon can be described 

as follows. The frequencies in the stop band are primarily reflected by a short segment at the 

beginning of the grating due to the strong index modulation and associated strong reflection. 

This results in the short duration of the main reflection peak. However, not al1 fiequencies 

within the input pulse are imm.ediately reflected at the beginning of the grating. The 

fiequencies, which lie in the sidelobes of the cw grating response, wiil propagate to the end of 

the grating and contribute to the transient pulses. The backward and propagating waves in the 

grating are plotted as a fùnction of position in Figure 2.16 (the computational parameters are 

the same as for the weak grating simulation). The main reflection peak occurs at the 

beginning of the interaction between the input pulse and the grating. Inside the grating, the 

forward propagating wave contains an oscillatory structure which are due to the sidelobe 

frequencies not already reflected. These fiequencies continue to interact with the grating, 

generating the transients. The above features can also be seen by considering the reflected 

delay time for a quasi-cw signal from a grating which, for sxarnple, is shown in Figure 2.17 

for the very strong grating. Clearly the frequencies in the stop band are reflected before 

those in the sidelobes (a more detailed discussion on the reflected delay time for a grating 
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Figure 2.15-Spectral components associated with (a) the main reflection pulse and (b) the 
transient components for the very strong uniforrn grating. 
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Figure 2.1643ackward (black) and forward (red) propagating waves in the very strong 
uniform grating as a iùnction of position. The dotted lines indicate the grating boundaries. 
The waves are computed when the input pulse has just entered the grating, propagated to the 
middle of the grating, and exited the grating (see next two pages). 
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Figure 2.16 (continued)-Backward (black) and fonvard (red) propagating waves in the very 
strong uniform grating as a fùnction of position. The dotted lines indicate the grating 
boundaries. 
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Figure 2.16 (continued)-Backward (black) and fonvard (red) propagating waves in the very 
strong uniform grating as a fùnction of position. The dotted lines indicate the grating 
boundaries. 
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Figure 2.17-Reflected delay time for the very strong uniform grating. The reference delay is 
taken to be at the midpoint of the grating. The jump discontinuities occur at detuning 
wavelengths where the reflection coefficient vanishes (K change in the phase of the reflection 
coefficient). 



fiequencies in the stop band and those in the sidelobes corresponds to the one-way 

propagation time through the grating. The oscillatory nature of the transient subpulses arise 

due to a beating of the sidelobe fkequencies which are symmetricaily spaced about the design 

resonance wavelength. The period of oscillations in the transient subpulses are approximately 

1.5 ps which corresponds to a fiequency spacing of 5.3 d e q u e n c i e s  about the design 

resonance fiequency with this spacing beat contributing to the oscillations. The period of the 

oscillations slowly increases, corresponding to beating of fiequencies closer to the stop band. 

This is also consistent with the reflected delay time of the grating: fiequencies farther fiom 

the stop band are reflected first contributing to the faster oscillations whereas fiequencies 

closer to the stop band are reflected later giving rise to the slower oscillations. Note for the 

medium strength grating (6& = 8 x IO-'), fiequencies in the input pulse which correspond 

to the cw grating response stop band will propagate farther into the grating resulting in a 

longer duration of the main reflection peak as depicted in Figure 2.1 @). This wilI also 

contribute to the gradua1 fa11 off in the reflected energy of the main reflection peak, similar to 

the weak grating case. 

Once the main reflection peak occurs, there are no significant reflections fiom the 

grating until the transient subpulses appear after a time equal to the round-trip propagation 

time through the grating. This result is perhaps initially surprishg since one rnight expect that 

the sidelobe fiequencies which propagate in the grating would continually reflect as the input 

pulse propagates. We can explain thjs using the effective medium description where the 

grating is replaced by an effective medium with no grating but rather a frequency-dependent 

refractive index as depicted in Figure 2.18. Specifically, the sidelobe fiequencies that 
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grating between the effective medium (grating) and the unmodified fibre core. This can also 

be seen by examining the backward and forward propagating waves in the grating as depicted 

in Figure 2.16 for the very strong grating. The sidelobe fiequencies oniy reflect once they 

reach the discontinuity at the back of the grating. Once reflected, they will only appear at the 

front of the grating after having traveled back through the medium. The minimum total 

distance traveled is twice the grating length, a time equal to the round-trip propagation time 

through the grating. These fiequencies also have a large detuning from the resonance 

condition required for the coherent build-up of reflected power. Thus it is more difficult for 

them to interfere constructively and they will not contribute to signifiant reflections between 

the main reflection peak and the transient subpulses. 

Since the refiactive index of the effective medium is fiequency dependent, different 

wavelengths will propagate at diierent speeds within the effective medium. This is ilIustratëd 

by the dispersion relation for an infinite grating as derived from the coupled-wave equations 

(see Figure 2.19). The temporal spreading in the transient subpulses is primarily due to the 

different speeds at which different wavelengths travel within the effective medium. For 

stronger gratings, the sidelobes are very prominent, thus the transient subpulses experience 

greater spreading. 

The dispersion of the grating can fiirther be correlated with its phase information, or 

delay time. The reflected delay t h e  for the very strong uniform grating was shown in Figure 

2.16; the reflected delay time for a quasi-cw pulse is related to the phase of the grating by the 

relation 
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Figure 2.lPCffective medium picture for a (non)unifonn grating. 

Figure 2.1P-Dispersion relation for a linear (idnite) periodic structure solved fiom the 
coupled-wave equations. k is the wavenumber. 
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- reflected delay time = z = - - --- (2.19) 
do 2nr: dil 

where @ is the argument of the reflection coefficient. From Figure 2.17, the sidelobe 

fiequencies farther fiom resonance clearly have a different reflected delay time fiom those 

closer the stop band. Furthermore, the frequencies with a larger detuning fiom the stop band 

travel faster since they are reflected before those closer to the stop band. These features are 

consistent with respect to the dispersion relation of the grating: fiequencies with large 

detunings fiom the stop band travel with a velocity that approaches the speed of light in the 

medium. However, those near the stop band have a considerably slower speed-in fact, those 

in the stop band have zero group velocity, corresponding to the photonic band gap where only 

evanescent waves exist. AI1 of the above features also exist for the weak grating but are less 

prominent since the sidelobes are not as notable. 

The additional shaping in the reflected pulses fiom chirped gratings is attnbuted to the 

position dependence of the resonance wavelength. For example, let us consider a linearly 

chirped grating with a weak index modulation. The interaction between the pulse and the 

grating is sirnilar to the unchirped case, the only difference being the effect of the shift in the 

resonance wavelength. As the input pulse propagates through the grating, each grating 

segment that it interacts with is slightly different (due to the changing grating periods which 

are determined by the chirp factor). Thus the fiequencies that are reflected Vary, and since the 

input pulse spectrum is approximately constant over this range of fiequencies, the reflected 

pulse components will not experience as much of a decrease in intensity as in the unchirped 

case, and the overall reflected pulse will have the square-like shape depicted in Figure 2.5 (a). 

From this interpretation, one would expect that the refiected pulse shape should be 



chirped grating is identical to that from the corresponding positively chirped grating. We can 

also explain this behaviour by considering the reflected time delay of both the positively and 

negatively chirped gratings (see Figure 2.20). The reflected delay times for both gratings are 

rnirror images of one another. Thuq the response will be the same, except that the positively 

chirped grating wiil reflect the higher frequencies first whereas the negatively chirped grating 

will reflect the lower frequencies first. 

For both Gaussian profiles with a weak index modulation, the reflected pulse has a 

Gaussian shape as mathematically expected. This is due to the Gaussian nature of both the 

input pulse and the grating reflection response. For the type B grating, the reflection 

response is the same regardless of the input pulse wavelength due its large bandwidth relative 

Wavelength (nm) 

Figure 2.2Meflected delay time versus detuning wavelength for positively and negatively 
chirped (linearly) gratings of the sarne magnitude and index modulation. The reference delay 
is taken to be at the midpoint of the grating. 



negligible effect. Also note that since the index modulation is weak, the difference in the 

grating responses between type A and B profiles do not affect the reflected pulse shape (the 

Fabry-Perot effects are negligible for weak index modulations). On the other hand, additional 

physical insight into the nature of  the interaction can be obtained by stepping the input pulse 

through the grating as in previous cases. Again, the input pulse only interacts with the grating 

segment over which it overlaps. Since the grating gradually increases in strength and peaks at 

its physical centre, it takes a while before significant reflection fiom the grating occurs. As 

such, there will be a gradua1 rise (or fall) tirne in the reflected pulse; this is contrary to the 

uniform grating cases where there is a sharp rise time since the pulse experiences the hl1 index 

modulation fiom the very beginning of the grating. It is also interesting to note that the peak 

of the reflected pulse occurs at a time approximately equal to the tirne for the input pulse to 

reach the centre of the grating and the reflection to retum. Once the input pulse reaches the 

centre of the grating, it will experience the strongest reflection (which must then travel back), 

giving rise to this peak. 

For stronger index modulations, however, the reflected response is considerably 

different between the type A and B grating profiles. In both cases, there is the appearance of 

transient subpulses, however, oscilfations in the transient subpulse structure are more 

pronounced and regular for the type B profile. As the input pulse propagates through the type 

B grating, the grating segments it interacts with are essentially uniform (the grating penod is 

constant and the index modulation is reasonably constant over the pulse length). This 

assumption is valid since the grating amplitude is slowly varying with position (in fact, this is a 

necessary condition for the derivation of the coupled-wave equations!). The input pulse 
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as it approaches the centre of the actual grating. In these interactions, the grating segments 

near the beginning of the grating will reflect the input spectrurn fiequencies which are 

centered about the design resonance fiequency of the grating (here corresponding to 1.55 

pm). As t h e  index modulation increases for these grating segments, a wider range of 

frequencies centered about the design resonance fiequency are reflected (this cornes fiom the 

fact that for a uniform grating of fixed length and period, the reflectivity FWHM increases as 

the grating strength increases). Thus, fiequencies in the input spectrurn near the resonance 

condition are reflected first resulting in the main reflection peak. These eequencies lie within 

the stop band (where, in the limit of an infinite grating, there is 100% reflectivity) of the 

grating cw response. Frequencies fùrther fiom resonance, which are at the edges of the cw 

reflection spectrum, are reflected later (they arise once the input pulse interacts with a grating 

segment that has a sufficiently strong index modulation) and contribute to the transient 

subpulses. This feature is fùrther elucidated by exarnining the reflected delay time of the 

grating, shown in Figure 2.21 (a). Clearly, the fiequencies near resonance are reflected before 

those with a larger deîuning fkom resonance. Again, the regular oscillations in the transient 

subpulses are due to a beating of the fiequencies with Iarger detuning from resonance. The 

penod of these oscillations, around 24 ps, corresponds to a fiequency spacing of 0.3 nm- 

frequencies symmetric about the design resonance fiequency with this spacing are at the two 

edges of the cw grating response. 

The interaction is different for the type A grating. Specifically, the background 

refiactive index destroys the symmetry of the cw grating response. Thus, the beating effects 

of frequencies are less prorninent. Furthemore, there is an inherent self-chirp in the grating: 



position in accordance to the background refiactive index, and thus there is an effective chirp 

in the grating. This changes the reflected deIay tirne response for the grating, see Figure 2.21 

(b), and hence its response. 

Up until now, the discussion has focused on the ultrashort reflection response. The 

transmission response is equally important since in certain applications, fibre gratings may be 

operated in transmission rather than reflection. The previous analyses presented for the 

reflected pulse response can ais0 be applied for studying the evolution of the input pulse as it 

propagates through the grating, ultimately becoming the transmitted pulse. 

In the case of weak uniform gratings, the transmitted pulse is essentially identicai to 

the input pulse. Although a continuous reflection is generated as the input pulse propagates 

through the grating, each reflected component is extremely small, especially when compared 

with the available energy of the input. Thus, the amount of input power that is reflected is 

negligible and the input pulse can maintain its original shape. The spectnirn of the transmitted 

pulse differs fiom that of the input since a narrow band of fiequencies near the design 

resonance fiequency has been partially removed by the grating. This small "hole" in the input 

pulse spectrum has no noticeable effect on the transmitted pulse shape: any beating of 

fiequencies arising from the gap in the pulse spectrum would occur over an extremely large 

tirne scale. Furthemore, the phase information of the incident pulse is not altered significantly 

by the grating (or any modifications occur only over a very small range of wavelengths) and 

any such effects are not observable. On the other hand, for the stronger gratings, the 

transmitted puise differs greatly fiom the input and contains a considerable oscillatory 
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pulse spectrum, thereby affecting more of the fi-equencies (change in the phase information) 

and the pulse shape. Similar to the reflection response, the oscillations in the transmitted 

pulse are due to the beating between various spectral components. Since the stop bands of 

stronger grating are large and strongly reflecting, a signrficant portion of the input pulse 

spectrum is removed. The remaining fkequencies, and in particular those associated with the 

sidelobes of the cw grating response, will interact. 

The transmitted pulses fiom linearly chirped gratings are sirnilar to those fiom the 

unifonn gratings as can be seen by comparing Figures 2.1 (a) and (c) with Figures 2.5 (a) and 

(b) respectively. For both weak and strong gratings, the effect of a weak chirp is negligible. 

For a Iarger chirp parameter, the transmitted pulse shape does change, however only slightly. 

Specitically for the strong grating, the peak of the second subpulse is srnaüer. We attribute 

this to the wider grating response than the corresponding uniform grating (or grating with a 

weaker c m ) .  Thus more energy is reflected as the input pulse propagates, reducing the 

amount appearing at the output. 

No noticeable differences in the transmitted pulse shapes from either Gaussian profiles, 

regardless of the index modulation, are observed. We recall that the diflerence between the 

two profles is the presence of a background refiactive index envelope which essentially places 

an inherent chirp in the type A grating. Since this background refiactive index is small (a 

1 from our assumptions in deriving the coupled-wave equations), the associated chirp is also 

small. Thus, propagation through a type A grating is sirnilar to that through an equivalent 

type B grating with a weak chup. From Our proceeding discussions, no significant changes in 

the transmitted pulse shape are expected. 
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different than that from unifom gratings. Specificalfy, there is no oscillatory structure in the 

transrnitted pulse is less prominent. This is due to the apodized nature of the Gaussian grating 

response which has reduced sidelobes. Oscillations nonndly arise fiom a beating of the 

sidelobe fiequencies which are absent in this case. 

We now examine the effect of wavelength detuning between &,,, and For the 

reflected pulses fiom either u ~ o r m  or Gaussian gratings, we observe a decrease in reflected 

power with increasing offset; however, the puIse shapes are retained. The decrease in the 

amount of reflected power is expected since the grating response overlaps with a smaller 

portion of the input pulse spectrum. The pulse shapes are retained since the input pulse is 

assumed to be transform-limited (the input pulse has constant phase). Since the spectrd 

bandwidth of the input pulse completely overlaps that of the grating response, the pulse senses 

the sarne phase changes irnparted by the grating regardless of the fiequencies afTected. For 

the transmitted pulse, as the wavelength detuning increases, the transmitted pulse shape 

approaches that of the input as expected. Since the overlap between the grating response and 

the input pulse is smaller, most of the input pulse wiU propagate through unimpeded. Note, 

however, that the dispersive effects of the grating are still prominent: even for a wavelength 

offset of 3.5 nrn, the input pulse broadens upon transmission through the grating . 

§ 2.4 Summary 

In this chapter, we have investigated the interaction of ultrashort broadband optical 

pulses with narrowband fibre gratings. We exarnined the effects of varying grating 

characteristics and wavelength detuning (of the peak wavelength of the input pulse fiom that 



assumed a symmetnc transform-limited 1-ps Gaussian pulse for the ultrashort input, the 

reflected and transmitted pulses took on significantly different shapes and varied in duration. 

We then qualitatively explained the prominent features of the ultrashort pulse response; Our 

explanations complement the coupled-wave calculations and provide physical insight into the 

dynamics of the interaction. 
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In this chapter, we present experimentai results on the ultrashort pulse response of 

fibre gratings. Specifically, we measure the temporal response of a transforrn-limited 

picosecond pulse refiected and transmitted fiom a fibre grating using a surface-emitting 

nonlinear semiconductor waveguide as an optical correlator. 

g 3.1 Experimental measurement of ultrashort pulse propagation through fibre gratings 

Standard methods for detecting light cannot be directly applied to characterize short 

optical pulses. The fastest cornmercially available photodetectors have a rise time of 

approximately 15 ps 13.11; when used in conjunction with a digital sampling oscilloscope, the 

combined response time, several tens of picoseconds, is considerably longer in cornparison 

with the rise and fall times or total duration of short optical pulses which range in the 

picosecond and femtosecond scales. In order to properly characterize short optical pulses, 

pulse measurement usually involves an dl-optical nonlinear correfation process, such as auto- 
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and more recently in surface-ernitting nonlinear semiconductor waveguides 13.2-3.51. 

Our simulations presented in Chapter 2 show that the reflected or transmitted pulses 

fiom an ultrashort. pulse incident upon a fibre grating can have extremely rapid rise or fdl 

times, depending on the grating characteristics. Furthemore, for pulses with weak optical 

powers, which is the case for severai of the reflected pulses fiorn the fibre gratings considered 

here, semiconductors are more ideal optical correlators due to their increased sensitivity and 

efficiency in generating the second-harmonic signai. Thus we use a specially designed quasi- 

phase matched surface-ernitting semiconductor multi-layer (Alo.8G&.2As/GaAs) waveguide 

[3 53.71 as an optical correlator. 

The structure and principle of operation of the nonlinear waveguide are show in 

Figure 3.1. The input signals, two cross-polarized (TE and TM) counter-propagating guided 

waves with fiequencies oi and and time dependent envelopes Ut and U -  , interact through 

the second-order susceptibility of the waveguide and generate a surface-emitted sum- 

fiequency signal at an angle of B4 = 
n, (@, >ml - n, ( ~ 2  1% 

with respect to the surface 
"1 + W2 

normal of the waveguide, where ne.(ai) is the effective refractive index of the waveguide at 

ai. In Our simulations and expenments, the input signals have approxirnately the same 

fiequencies, or the FWHM bandwidths of the signais are sufficiently narrow, so that the 

generated sum-fiequency signal is both collimated, i.e. = 0, and effectively corresponds to 

the second harrnonic (SH) of the input signals. This SH output intensity describes the 

convolution integral of the two input signals, with a time compression factor of 2 [3.7]: 



X 
where r = f - -, u is the speed of propagation in the waveguide, 1" are the intensities of the 

v 

wunter-propagating Ut wavefoms, and represents the nonlulear cross-section. If the 

SH signal from each point on the waveguide suflace is integrated in time, then (3.1) can be re- 

where xf = x - ut, x, = 2x - L and L is the waveguide interaction length. A slow detector 

array can be used to integrate the total SH output at each position x'of the waveguide 

thereby giving the SH intensity as a fùnction of position (or in ternis of length) £kom which the 

temporal convolution of the two input signals can be recovered. 

AIGaAs/GaAs multilayer 
waveguides 

input radiation input radiation 
AlGaAs buffer 

GaAs 
substrate 

Figure 3.14tructure and principle of operation of surface-e&ng nonlinear semiconductor 
waveguide. 



an auto-correlation or cross-correlation measurement technique using the semiconductor 

optical correlator. The simulated auto-correlation trace for the reflected pulse fiom the 

medium strength uniform grating, corresponding to the reflected pulse shape in Figure 2.1 @), 

is shown in Figure 3.2 (a). This auto-correlation trace is obtained by setting U' = U- in the 

convolution integral (3.1) or (3.2) and the position x = O corresponds to no time delay 

between the two signais. A cornparison shows that the auto-correlation, which consists of 

three peaks, differs significantly fiom the actual signal. This is primanly due to the fact that 

auto-correlation results in a symmetric trace regardless of the properties of the original signal. 

A nurnber of features or fine details in the ultrashort reflection response can be lost or are not 

elucidated in the auto-correlation. This can also be seen in the experimental results obtained 

in [3.8] where auto-correlation is used to measure the reflection of transform-limited 

picosecond pulses fiom fibre gratings. As discussed in Chapter 2, these features of the 

ultrashort reflection response are important for understanding the dynarnics of the pulse- 

grating interaction. Thus, in order to acquire a more accurate measurement of the ultrashort 

pulse response of a fibre grating, we use the cross-correlation measurernent technique. 

Figure 3.2 (b) shows the simulated cross-correlation of the reflected pulse fiom Figure 

2.1 (b) with a 1-ps Gaussian pulse as the reference. Since the 1-ps pulse is much shorter in 

duration than the reflected pulses considered, it acts like the delta fùnction in (3.2) so that 

the SH signal, i.e. the cross-correlation of the signals, effectively represents the reflected 

pulse intensity. Clearly, the features of the ultrashort pulse response are better retained in 

the cross-correlation. Note that a shorter reference pulse can be used to provide improved 

resolution. 
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Figure 3.2-Simulated (a) auto-correlation and (b) cross-correlation with a 1 -ps Gaussian 
pulse for the reflected pulse from the medium strength uniform grating (the grating is the sarne 
as that used to calculate the reflection response in Figure 2.1 (b)). 



the fibre grating is a transform-limited Gaussian pulse tunable around 1.55 pm and is 

generated using a Ti:Sapphire (Spectra Physics) pumped optical parametnc oscillator (OPO) 

based on the nonlinear KTP crystal [3.9]. The pulse duration ranges fiom 1.1 to 1.8 ps and 

depends on, among other factors, the power and duration of the OP0 pump pulse delivered 

by the Ti:Sapphire laser [3.10]. The input pulse is coupled through a 3 dB coupler to the fibre 

grating. The reflected or transmitted pulse from the fibre grating can then be characterized by 

cross-correlation in the nonlinear waveguide using a sample of the input pulse as the 

( , ) interferorneter 

terminated delay f 
linear detector I 

I coupler -1 army I I 

FC I 
I 

detector I 
lens c-> I 

I 

O j 
I I 

I reference ! input from 
TF 

I 
pulse ; OP0 

reflected (R) or NLWG beam sampler 
transmitted (T) pulse M3 Al2 

from grating waveplate 

Figure 3.3-Experirnental configuration for measuring ultrashort reflection response (TF = 
tapered-fibre; PC = polarkation controiler; NLWG = surface-ernitting non-linear waveguide; 
OP0 = optical parametric oscillator; MO = microscope objective; PBSC = polarking beam 
splitter cube; solid line = propagation in the fibre; dotted line = propagation in fiee space). 



nonlinear waveguide with the required orthogonal polarizations while an adjustable 

mechanical delay ensures that the signals (reflected or transmitted pulse fiorn the grating and 

the reference input pulse) will overlap in the waveguide. Tapered fibre is used to facilitate 

coupling of the reflected or transmitted pulse into the waveguide. The FP scanning 

interferorneter (Burleigh HiFASE 363) aüows us to ensure that the input pulse wavelength 

coincides with the Bragg wavelength of the grating being characterized. The length of the 

waveguide sample is approximately 5.0 mm which corresponds to a tirne window of 102 ps, 

after the time compression factor of 2 is taken into account and assurning an effective mode 

index of 3.077 for the nonlinear waveguide [3.11]. A 2x microscope objective collects and a 

linear detector array is used to integrate the total SH output at each position of the 

waveguide. 

A cross-correlation measurement, obtained with a setup similar to the one s h o w  in 

Figure 3.3, of the Gaussian pulse generated by the OP0 with itself (effectively, an auto- 

correlation) appears in Figure 3.4. The two sharp rises in the SH intensity signal correspond 

to the end facets of the waveguide. Although there is a considerable background signal, the 

surface emitted SH signal due to the interaction of the Gaussian pulse with itself is essentidy 

collirnated, as discussed previously, and a suitable aperture can be used to elirninate most of 

this background (see Figure 3 -4). The FWHM length of the SH signal is 0.12 f 0.01 mm 

corresponding to a duration of 2.46 f 0.15 ps. The actual pulse width is then obtained by 

dividing the SH signal FWHM duration by 1.41 (the numerical factor associated with auto- 

correlation of Gaussian pulses) resulting in a pulse width of 1.75 f 0.10 ps. 
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Figure 3.4-Measured SH signal for a cross-correlation trace of the 1-ps pulse with itself 
(effectively auto-correlation) using the optical correlator. 

The ultrashort pulse response of a linearly chirped grating was examined. The grating, 

fabricated in AT&T ~ c c u t e t h e r ~  fibre using the phase mask technique, had a peak reflectivity 

of R = 0.99 at h = 1550.9 nm with a spectral FWHM bandwidth Ah = 0.45 nm. The 

rneasured spectral response of the grating is shown in Figure 3.5 in addition to the best-fit 

calculated response obtained using coupled-wave theory (cf Equation 2.1 1). From the 

best-fit curve, we approximate the grating to have a length L = 10.0 mm with an index 

&1 A" 
modulation of - = 2.45 x IO-' and chirp parameter C = 1.95-. 

110 cm 

Using these parameters, we caiculated the corresponding reflected and transmitted 

pulses fiom the grating, depicted in Figure 3.6, assurning a transfomi-limited 1.75-ps Gaussian 
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Figure 3.5-Experimental (solid) and fitted (dotted) reflection responses of the linearly 
chirped grating being characterized. 

input pulse. The central wavelength of the input pulse was chosen to correspond with the 

peak reflectivity (Bragg wavelength) of the grating response. The bandwidth of the 1.75-ps 

Gaussian pulse is approximately 2 nm which is still broadband compareci to that of the grating 

response. We also calculated the theoretical cross-correlation of the reflected and transmitted 

pulse from the fibre grating with the 1.75-ps Gaussian pulse as the reference (see Figure 3.7). 

Note that some of the features of the ultrashort pulse response are "smeared" out due to the 

duration of the reference pulse. 

The experirnentally measured reflected and transmitted pulses are shown in Figure 3.8. 

The cross-correlation for the transmitted pulse can be measured in its entirety within the time 

window available. On the other hand, since the duration of the reflected pulse is longer than 

the time window provided by the optical correlator, we measured the corresponding cross- 
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Figure 3.7-Simulated cross-correlation with a 1 -75-ps Gaussian pulse for (a) reflected pulse 
and (b) transmitted pulse (Le. the pulses of Figure 3.6) fiom the grating being characterized. 
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Figure 3.8-Expenmentally measured (a) reflected and (b) transmitted pulse fiom the linearly 
chirped grating whose response is shown in Figure 3 S. 



peak. Then, the delay was translated by an additional 10.24 mm (= 68 ps in fiee space) to 

obtain the cross-correlation of the transients. The two measurements were then combined to 

give the reflected pulse shown in Figure 3.8 (a). In these measurements, the average power 

incident on the fibre grating was less than 6 m W  so that no nonlinear effects were observed. 

The experirnental measurements are in good agreement with the theoretically predicted 

responses and the main features of the ultrashort pulse response are preserved. For the 

reflection, there is clearly a transient subpulse which is approximately spaced by the round-trip 

propagation tirne through the grating fiom the main reflection peak, whiie in transmission, a 

dip in the main transmitted pulse is apparent in addition to the trailing pulse. However, some 

finer details in the ultrashort pulse response are suppressed. SpecificalIy, the oscillatory 

nature of the transient subpulses in the reflection are not resolved, nor are the two peaks in the 

transmitted pulse (compare Figures 3.8 with 3.6). As mentioned earfier, this is due, in part, 

to the "long" duration of the reference pulse-the current experimental setup is at the limit of 

its resolution. However, ensuring that the input pulse to the grating, and hence reference 

pulse, approaches the short duration b i t  of 1.1 ps, or using a shorter reference pulse (which 

may corne fiom a different source as that used to generate the input to the grating) will 

increase the resolution and enhance the measurements. Additionally, the amount of power 

reflected by the grating is very weak thereby reducing the amount of SH intensity generated in 

the cross-correlation (and hence, the observable features). By reducing losses in the setup and 

optimizing coupling efficiencies, we expect improved measurements, especially for the 

reflection response. 
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We consider extending the range of applications of fibre gratings from their typical use with 

incoherent broadband sources or narrowband (cw or quasi-cw) sources to the coherent 

ultrashort broadband pulse regime. In previous chapters, we determined that the reflection or 

transmission response of ultrashort broadband pulses fiom fibre gratings can be complex and 

this offers numerous intnguing possibilities for novel devices and applications, especially in 

optical communications. The first application we discuss is a multiple-grating fibre structure. 

This application is not immediately directed at the ultrashort pulse response, but rather the use 

of coherent ultrashort broadband sources with the wavelength selective nature of fibre 

gratings. The next applications we consider make direct use of the ultrashort pulse response 

and include optical pulse shaping and implementing optical code-division multiple access. 



In this section, we describe a fibre device structure which combines the broad spectral 

bandwidth of ultrashort pulses with the wavelength selective properties of fibre gratings. 

$4.1. f Design, simulations, and experirnental results 

The prînciple of operation of the proposed fibre structure, which consists of a series of 

gratings that c m  be written concurrently using a single phase mask, is shown in Figure 4.1. 

The gratings have different periods that will spectrally slice the broad bandwidth of an 

ultrashort input pulse into several components, each centered about its own wavelengîh. The 

spacing between the gratings can be designed so that is such that the individual reflected 

pulses do not temporally overlap; each reflected pulse will then occupy, in addition to having 

its own wavelength, its own time slot. Thus, the fibre structure decomposes an ultrashort 

broadband input signal simultaneously in both wavelength and time domains. 

To demonstrate the above concept, we designed a three-grating structure, shown in 

the inset of Figure 4.1, to generate three resolvable components in both wavelength and time 

fiom a 1-ps input pulse. The characteristics of the individual gratings in the multiple-grating 

structure are rneasured using a tunable cw laser diode and an opticd spectrum analyzer. We 

simulated the device operation assuming a transform-limited 1-ps Gaussian input pulse 

centered at 1.55 pm and three 10.0 mm long gratings at the same Bragg wavelengths as 

& 
those measured, each with an index modulation amplitude of - = 3.5 x 10-~. With these 

no 

values, each grating has a peak reflectivity of = 60% and a FWHM bandwidth of N 100 pm, in 
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pulse is = 3500 pm which is considerably larger than the combined bandwidths of the 

individual grating responses. 

1-ps input pulse 
Grating 1 Grating 2 Grating 3 

hr=1 S48.76nm h2=1550.02nm h3=1551.86nm 
BW=O.I4nm BW=O.I4nm BW=O.I4nm 
%R=52 %R=51 %R=50 
L=l O.Omm L=l O.Omm L=10.0mm 

Figure 4.1-Principle of operation of the multiple-grating fibre structure. The inset 
corresponds to the actual three-grating structure that is experimentally characterized (BW = 

FWHM reflection bandwidth; L = grating length; %R = peak reflectivity; h, = Bragg 
wavelength of the zth grating). 
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where R&I) is the spectral response of the ith reflected pulse, E1(o) is the input pulse 

spedrum, HP (a>) and H>(w) are respectively the reflection and transmission responses of the 

ith grating, and Dl@ arrd D&9 are the delay factors which account for pulse propagation in 

the fibre between the gratings. This particular analysis does not include any Fabxy-Perot or 

coherence effects between the gratings and is valid since the grating responses are distinct so 

that pulses reflected fiom latter gratings are unafFected when they are transmitted back 

through previous ones. The corresponding tirne waveforms of the reflected pulses given by 

(4.1) c m  be recovered by taking an inverse Fourier transfom. 

The calculated temporal reflected pulse train appears in Figure 4.2 (a). The duration 

of each reflected pulse is equal to the round-trip propagation t h e  through its respective 10.0 

mm long grating and the temporal spacing between the pulses is determined in part by the 

physical spacing between the gratings. Note the similarity between the individual reflected 

pulse shapes with that in Figure 2.1 (a) which is expected since the grating characteristics are 

similar. Figure 4.3 (a) displays the calculated spectrum of the reflected pulse train where each 

peak corresponds to a separate pulse. The spectrum of the transmitted pulse through the 

multiple gratings is show in Figure 4.3 (b) and the dips indicate the spectral slicing effect of 

the gratings. Due to the Gaussian nature of the input pulse and the similar reflection 



wavelength of the input pulse reflects a larger portion of the input power spectrum and hence 

has a larger signai. 

In the experimental characterization of the multiple-grating structure, the t ransform- 

limited picosecond Gaussian input pulse centered at 1.55 pm is generated using Our tunable 

optical parametric oscillator. The temporal response is measured with a fast photodetector 

(New Focus 1404 25-GHz photodetector) and a digital sarnpling oscilloscope (Tektronk 

11801A). Figure 4.2 @) shows the response of the structure with the central wavelength of 

the input pulse t u d  to coincide with the Bragg wavelength of the second grating. Although 

the response tirne of Our photodetector/sampling oscilloscope combination (= 30 ps) is too 

slow to capture the details of the reflected pulse waveforms predicted by the simulations, the 

separate reflected pulses clearly indicate that the input pulse has been decornposed in time. 

Furthermore, within the limitations of Our experimental equipment, the results obtained in 

Figure 4.2 (b) are in good agreement with the theoretical predictions of Figure 4.2 (a): the 

second reflected pulse is larger and the overall duration of the pulse train is = 400 ps. 

The wavelength spectra of the reflected signals fiom and transmitted pulse through the 

grating structure are measured using the scanning Fabry-Perot interferorneter and appears in 

Figures 4.3 (c) and (d) respectively. The experimental and theoretical results are in good 

agreement. Furthermore, once the Gaussian nature of the input pulse is taken into account, 

the spectrum of the reflected pulses appearing in Figure 4.3 @) coincides with the spectral 

response of the grating structure obtained by using a tunable CW input. As previously 

mentioned, this is expected since in the case of a pulsed input, the reflected pulse response is 

obtained by considering each spectral component and integrating over the spectrum of the 



tuned the input pulse to shorter (longer) wavelengths so that the corresponding grating slices 

a larger portion of the input spectrum thereby resulting in a larger first (third) reflected pulse 

as illustrated in Figures 4.2 (c) and (d). 

Figure 4.2--(a) Calculated refiected pulse train resulting fiom a single transform-lirnited 1-ps 
Gaussian pulse incident on the grating structure. For the measured reflected pulse train, the 
input pulse is tuned to (b) the Bragg wavelength of the second grating, (c) and (d) shorter and 
longer wavelengths respectively so that the corresponding reflected pulse is larger. 
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input pulse spectmm that is sliced, which in tum depends on the number and the individual 

characteristics of the gratings used (both the bandwidth and the depth of the slices must be 

considered). Here, we measured the average power of the reflected pulse train to be -15.7 

dB. 

§ 4.1.2 Applications ai~d considerutlions for design optimzzation 

In designs of fibre optics communication networks, wavelength-division-multiplexing 

(WDM) is a usefùl means for exploiting the low-Ioss characteristics and large available 

bandwidth of optical fibres and is a convenient and flexible method for integrating, 

transmitting, and selecting the different groups of subscribers (or channels) on the network. 

Multiwavelength optical sources are desirable alternatives over the use of several discrete 

wavelength-selected lasers since they potentiaf ly reduce system cost and design complexity 

while still providing numerous closely spaced optical channels, each of which cm be 

individually modulated. 

Curent methods for generating rnultiwavelength signais include semiconductor lasers, 

either in arrays of physically separate gain media or in a single gain medium where the lasing 

wavelengths are defined by a WDM filter [4.1]; Er-doped fibre lasers with an in-fibre comb 

filter or sirnilar wavelength selective component [4.2 - 4.41; and spectral slicing of incoherent 

broadband iight sources C4.5 - 4.81. However, these methods do not generate high-speed short 

pulses or require the oscillating wavelengths to simultaneously experience gain which 

generally involves a more complex implementation. 



generating wavelength-division-rnultiplexed (WDM) signals. Each output reflected pulse can 

serve as a separate source for the diffèrent channels. Since these signals are generated 

passively, there is no need to carefùlly control the cavity losses at the dHerent wavelengths to 

promote multiwavelength lasing, Ultrashort pulses, in particular ferntosecond pulses, have 

broad bandwidths that can be sliced into numerous closely spaced channels using suitably 

designed gratings. By appropriately designing the multiple-grating structure to ensure that 

each WDM channel occupies its own time dot, the channels can then be modulated 

sequentially in time using a single modulator as shown in Figure 4.4. If the input source is a 

high-speed mode-locked fibre laser [4.9], then the reflected pulse train will be created "in- 

fibre", giving rise to an dl-fibre multiwavelength source with each wavelength signal 

generated at the repetition rate of the input laser. 

Although this approach is simila. to the chirped-pulse multiwavelength source 

previously reported in [4.103, it does not suffer fiom drawbacks associated with that particular 

irnplementation. For example, in the chirped-pulse sourcey an ultrashort pulse is propagated 

through long lengths of dispersive fibre in order to stretch the pulse in both wavelength and 

time. Individual channels are then defined through the modulation scheme (the nurnber of 

channels is given by the stretched pulse width divided by the modulation rate). Any jitter in 

the ultrashort pulse can affect the wavelength stabiiity of the channels that are so defined. 

However, by using a multiple-grating structure, the wavelength selective and stable nature of 

the fibre gratings wili ensure the wavelength stability of each channel. Second, the chirped- 

pulse source gives rise to a train of signal pulses that are sequentially ordered in wavelength. 
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Figure 4.rlSchematic mangement for sequentially modulating a multiwavelength pulse 
train. 

This can pose a problem for long-haul communications due to fibre dispersion or 

nonlinearities. Specifically, temporal overlap of adjacent channels or cross-talk due to four- 

wave mVring can result. On the other hand, with the multiple-grating configuration, the 

structure can be designed so that the temporally adjacent channels are well separated in time 

thereby improving overall system performance. 

There are several factors which need to be considered when designing an appropriate 

multiple-grating structure for use with a given ultrashort broadband source as a 

multiwavelength source. The fïrst is to ensure that there is no overlap of the generated signals 

in one reflected pulse train fiom those in sequential reflected pulse trains so that the 

modulation scheme presented in Figure 4.4 can be implemented. The duration of each 

reflected pulse train, which depends on the number of wavelength channels that are defined 

and the individual characteristics of each reflected pulse, must therefore lie within the inverse 



wavelength channels that can be generated with the multiple-grating structure depends, in 

part, on the repetition rate of the input laser. One way of estimating the maximum number of 

channels that can be supporîed is to  wnsider the round-trip distance (twice the total sum of 

the grating lengths and spacings between the gratings) that the last reflected signal would have 

to travel and ensure that the correspondhg required time is less than the inverse of the 

repetition rate of the input pulses. This assumes, of course, that the combineci bandwidths of 

the individual grating responses do not exceed the available bandwidth of the input pulse. 

Another important consideration in defining the number of wavelength channels (and hence 

the multiple-grating structure) are the characteristics of the individual gratings. 

The results of our simulations in Chapter 2 can be used in optirnizing the design of the 

multiple-grating structure. We saw that the reflected pulses of transfom-limited 1-ps 

Gaussian pulses incident on fibre gratings took on significantly different shapes and varied in 

duration, dependiig on the grating characteristics (these results can be extended to include 

other symmetricaily shaped transform-lirnited ultrashort pulses). In the case of uniform 

gratings, the reflected pulse fiom a weak grating is square-like and has a long duration, equal 

to the round-trip propagation time through the grating. For stronger gratings, the reflected 

pulse consists of a short main reflection peak and transient subpulses. If wc ignore the 

transient subpulses, then based on the above observations, the use of strong uniforni gratings 

accommodates a larger number of signals between successive input pulses (i.e. wîthin the 

inverse repetition rate of the input laser). However, strong gratings occupy a larger 

bandwidth so fewer spectral slices can be taken fiom the given input pulse spectrurn. Strong 

uniform gratings also have considerable sidelobes which can result in the amount of spectral 



the sidelobes of the grating response and the transient subpulses in the reflection response; 

their use potentially reduces the amount of spectral overlap between adjacent wavelength 

channels. By using sufficiently strong apodized gratings instead of weak uniform gratings, the 

available power in the input pulse spectrum can also be efficiently sliced and utilized. 

Trade-offs exist between the number of multiwavelength signals that can be generated 

in one reflected pulse train, the amount of spectral ovedap between adjacent wavelength 

channels, and the individual characteristics of each refiected pulse. Bearing these factors in 

mind, we estimate that with Our picosecond pulse source centered at 11.55 pm and a repetition 

rate of 82 MHz (12 ns between consecutive input pulses), we can obtain a maximum of 20 

channels with either the use of weak gratings, similar to the ones used in our original 

demonstration, or sufficiently strong apodized gratings. More wavelength channels are 

expected when ushg shorter pulses which have even larger spectral bandwidths. Note that 

the individual grating responses can be tailored for use with a specific input pulse to obtain a 

desired output pulse train. It is also possible t o  design the grating structure so that the 

generated multiple wavelength signds simultaneously arrive at an arbitrarily defined reference 

point. Finaiiy, we point out that the design of the optimal structure for a given input pulse 

strongly depends on the particular system application. 

5 4.2 Other applications for opticaï communications 

In this section, we bnefly outline additional applications which combine ultrashort 

broadband pulses with narrowband fibre gratings and which make direct use of the ultrashort 

pulse response. 



The ability to produce arbitrarily shaped picosecond or subpicosecond optical pulse 

shapes, such as square pulses or an evenly spaced burst of pulses, is important for numerous 

guided-wave optical communications applications, non-linear optical signai processing, and in 

studies of the transient optical properties of matends and devices [4.ll, 4.121. One 

previously proposed method for synthesizhg optical pulse shapes is shown schematically in 

Figure 4.5 and involves manipulating the amplitude and phase of the spatially dispersed 

spectrai components of an input pulse by using a spatid amplitude/phase mask within a 

grating pulse cornpressor [4.11 - 4.151. After passing through the grating pair, the spectrai 

components of the input pulse are spatially dispersed and filtered using the arnplihide/phase 

mask. This method has been successfully used to produce arbitrarily shaped picosecond and 

femtosecond pulses [4.13,4.14]. 

shaped pulse 
t 
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spectral amplitude and 
phase modificaüon 

rating 

mirro 

Figure 4.S-Schematic configuration for pulse shaping by spectral and amplitude modulation 
(after [4.11]). 



shapes using the ultrashort pulse response of fibre gratings. In Chapter 2, we saw that the 

reflection and transmission responses of an ultrashort broadband pulse incident on a 

narrowband fibre grating can be very cornplex and ofien results in interesting reflected or 

transmitted pulse shapes. For example, the reflected pulse fiom a linearly chirped grating with 

a weak index modulation and chirp parameter has a square-like profile, as shown in Figure 2.5 

(a), Square pulses c m  be fhus be generated by reflecting an ultrashort pulse off an 

appropnately designed (linearly) chirped grating. However, by virtue of this pulse shaping 

process, the resulting square pulse is stretched in time compared with the input pulse, has a 

very low peak cornpared to the input (since, effectively, a very narrow slice is taken fiom the 

available input pulse energy), and suffers fiom a (linear) chirp so that it is not transform- 

limited. The (linear) chirp of the shaped square pulse Gan, in principle, be compensated by 

reflecting the pulse off a second suitably designed (linearly) chirped grating of opposite chirp 

sign. ûther examples of useful pulse shapes are the transmitted pulse fiom a strong uniform 

grating and the reflected pulse fiom a strong type B Ciaussian grating, shown in Figures 2.2 

(d) and 2.12 (b) respectively. These shapes are bursts of relatively even spaced pulses which 

are useful in the optical characterization of materials. 

The use of fibre gratings should d o w  the synthesis of arbitrarily shaped optical pulses, 

subject to standard bandwidth limitations, specifically the finite bandwidth of the input pulse 

that is available to be martipulated. With fibre gratings, the degree of optical pulse shaping is 

not to limited by the finite spectral resolution of the input bearn diarneter imposed by 

diffraction (i.e. the degree of spatial separation of the frequency cornponents contained in the 

input pulse) which is present in the case of the grating pulse cornpressor. By propagating an 
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shapes may be realized. Finally, the use of fibre gratings for pulse shaping is potentially 

simpler to implement. 

J 4.2.2 ImpZementaiion of optical cade-division muZtipZe-uccess (CDUA) 

One irnmediate extension of the grating pulse compressor setup for synthesizing 

arbitrary pulse shapes is for encoding and decoding ultrashort pulses. If a binary phase mask, 

which simply shifis the phase of the spatially dispersed spectral components of the input pulse 

by O or x is used, then the ultrashort input pulse is spectrally scrambled (encoded) resulting, in 

the time domain, in a pseudonoise burst. By using a phase-conjugate mask, the original phase 

of the input pulse can be recovered and the pseudonoise burst can be decoded back into its 

original ultrashort pulse form. This technique for encoding and decoding femtosecond pulses 

was demonstrated in L4.151 and subsequently proposed as the ba i s  for an ultrahigh speed 

optical CDMA network [4.16]. 

In a similar fashion, we propose the use of fibre gratings for encoding and decoding 

coherent ultrashort pulses and as a means for implernenting optical CDMA. A fibre grating 

structure has a unique phase and amplitude response that can be used to spectrally and 

temporally scrarnble an ultrashort pulse. An inverse grating structure, which plays an 

analogous role to the phase-conjugate mask, is required to decode the signal. This inverse 

grating structure must have a complementary response to the original grating structure used to 

encode the ultrashort pulse: the product of the two grating responses in the fiequency domain 

should equal a constant. 



and transmission responses of the structure as H: (a>) and (o) respectively for an input 

signal incident from the left; simaarly, H: (u) and ni(#) are the refiection and 

transmission responses of the structure for an input signal incident fiom the right. Assume 

that an input signal, E((w), is incident fiom the lefi ont0 the grating and that the reflested 

signal, Ee,, (a) = E(o)H: (u) is the encoded signal (i.e. encoding of the ultrashort 

puIse is accomplished by reflection fiom the grating structure). It initially appears that the 

decoding process sirnply involves reflecting the encoded signal fiom the physically reversed 

grating structure: 

From the reversibility conditions l4.171 and regarding the grating as a two-port junction 

where the four scattering parameters are the grating responses, we can write the following 

relations arnong the reflection responses (for a particula. fiequency %): 

grating 
response 

Figure 4.6-Schernatic of grating structure and the corresponding responses for an input 
signal incident from the left and right. 
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where & (q) is the phase of the transmission response, HL (a>,), for the grating when the 

input signal is incident fiom the left. Combinhg (4.3) and (4.4) yields 

H:H$ = 4~:)~ exp(- j 2 4 )  (4.5) 

Since the phase term q$ is in general fiequency dependent and not constant, then 

H '  (a>)Ht (a) + constant 

so that H: (w) does not have the appropriate response to fully reconstruct @hase included) 

the original signai. In other words, a physical reversal of the original grating structure used 

for encoding does not correspond to the inverse grating structure. A similar conclusion can 

be made if the input signal is encoded by transmission, rather than reflection, fkom the grating 

structure. Note, however, that if only the amplitude (power) of the original signal needs to be 

established, the above scheme should, in principle, work since 

IE- (011 = IEWIIH; (~IIIZ (011 = I~(a>)((@(~l..p(-j%~] = 4 ~ 1 1  
as requked 0.e. the magnitude of the decoded signal is proportional to that of the original 

signal). Of course, in this case, the phase information of the original signal is completely lost 

and thus information can only be transmitted onto the optical carriers via amplitude 

modulation. 

Since the reflection response of a grating structure is causal and stable, we can write it 

as a rational function in terms of its zeros (where the reflectivity is zero) and poles (where, in 
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where P(A) is the reflection response, A is defined in (2.5), z, and p. are the zeros and poles 

respectively, and @(O) is the peak reflectivity. If the encoding process is performed by 

reflecting the input signal fiom a grating structure with a response given by (4.6), then the 

comsponding inverse grating structure requires, effectively, an interchanging of the zeros and 

poles of the original grating response and would have a reflectivity proportional to 

H,~=(A)  = exp Pm 

The reason that using the physically reversed grating structure as the inverse grating structure 

becornes more clear in view of (4.7): the physicaily reversed structure does not result in an 

interchanging of the p t i n g  respowe zeros and poles and hence cannot be used in decodig. 

The simplest case to consider would be a uniform grating for which H i  (O) = H: (a>) and 

cleariy H: (0) and H: (a) cannot have required responses of the form given by (4.6) and 

(4.7) respectively. 

GTatings with a response given by (4.7) have not previously been investigated in detail. 

However, the design of grating structures from a particular set of zeros and poles has been 

examined [4.20] and cm be used in the synthesis of inverse grating structures. 



In this chapter, we examined several applications in which ultrashort broadband pulses 

are combined with fibre gratings. We designed and demonstrated a multiple-grating structure 

that can decompose an ultrashort broadband input pulse simultaneously in both wavelength 

and time domains. The use of such a structure as a rnultiwavelength source in WDM systems 

was described, in addition to the various issues that need to be considered when designing an 

optimal structure for a particular application. We then proposed the use of fibre grirtings for 

pulse shaping: the ultrashort pulse response of fibre gratings, though complex, yields useful 

optical pulse shapes. Finally, we considered encoding and decoding ultrashort broadband 

pulses using fibre gratings which then forms the basis of an optical CDMA systern. Although 

theoretically feasible, the challenge lies in the synthesis and fabrication of suitable inverse 

grating structures. 
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This thesis is concemed with a study of the interaction between ultrashort optical 

pulses and fibre gratings and in this chapter, we surnmarize the work presented and explore 

fùture work and possibilities in this area. 

9 5.1 Summary 

In Chapter 1, we briefly reviewed the progress in fibre optic cornunication systems 

and provided an o v e ~ e w  of fibre gratings, including their applications for optical 

communications. Fibre gratings are nomm used with cw or quasi-cw signals and their 

properties and responses under these conditions are well known. The lack of any in-depth 

studies which consider the ultrashort puIse response of fibre gratings has provided the 

motivation for carrying out this research. 

In Chapter 2, we theoretically considered the linear propagation of ultrashort 

broadband pulses through narrowband fibre gratings. We first derived the coupled-wave 

equations in both the frequency and time domains; these equations fom the basis of our 



and nonuniform gratings using a transfom-limited 1-ps Gaussian pulse as the input. The 

ultrashort pulse response was seen to be cornplex., with considerable modifications in the 

shapes of the reflected and transmitted pulses from that of the input. The observed features of 

the ultrashort pulse response were qualitatively descnbed in order to obtain physical insight 

into the dynamics of the interaction. These explanations agree with the physical properties of 

fibre gratings and complement the couplcd-wave theory. 

In Chapter 3, we rneasured the temporal response of a transforrn-Iimited picosecond 

Gaussian pulse reflected and transmitted fiom a linearly chirped fibre grating using a cross- 

correlation technique. The experimental results obtained were in good agreement with 

theoretical calcuiations. 

We considered the possible applications, especially for optical communications, where 

ultrashort pulses are combineci with fibre gratings in Chapter 4. We proposed and 

successfidly demonstrated a multiple-grating fibre structure that decomposes an ultrashort 

broadband pulse sirnultaneously in both wavelength and tirne domains. This structure has 

important applications in WDM systems, especially as a (high-speed) multiwavelength source. 

We also proposed the use of fibre gratings for optical pulse shaping and showed examples of 

square opticai pulses or pulse bursts which can be generated by propagating an ultrashort 

pulse through an appropriately designed fibre grating. We then extended the use of fibre 

gratings for pulse shaping to include encodingldecoding of ultrashort pulses for irnplementing , 

optical CDMA and briefly discussed some of the resulting challenges associated with this 

implementation. 
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9 5.2 Future Work 

We have modeled extensively the propagation of ultrashort pulses through fibre 

gratings and are confident that our qualitative explanations for the interaction will allow us to 

predict.the response fiom more complex grating structures without the need for detailed 

calculations, In Chapter 4, we described several potential applications in which ultrashort 

pulses are combined with fibre gratings. Further studies into these and other areas can be 

initiated and include the following: 

The design of an optimal multiple-grating structure for use with our picosecond 

OP0 source and a demonstration of its use as a multiwavelength source, with a 

setup similar to that shown in Figure 4.4, in a WDM system. Issues such as 

power limitations, sources of noise, the effects of dispersion and non-Iinearities on 



be investigated in assessing and comparing its performance with other 

multiwavelength sources. 

A detailed theoretical study for the synthesis of grating structures with a response 

approxirnating that given analytically by (4.7). The design and subsequent 

fabrication of an inverse grating structure will allow a dernonstration of encoding 

and decoding ultrashort pulses, which in tum, will determine the feasibility of using 

fibre gratings as the basis for an optical CDMA system. 

An investigation of the ultrashort pulse response from additional complex grating 

structures. In Chapter 2, we calculated the ultrashort pulse response of single 

uniforrn and nonuniform gratings and in section 4.1, we considered the 

propagation of ultrashort pulses through multiple-grating fibre structures. In the 

latter case, there is no coherence arnong the gratings so that the input pulse 

essentially interacts with each grating independently and pulse propagation can be 

modeled with the approach detailed in section 4.1. However, there are situations 

when an ultrashort pulse may interact with more complex multiple-grating 

structures where the coherence among the gratings must be taken into account. 

Examples of such structures are the Bragg grating superstructure [S. 1, 5.21, the 

optical Wannier-Stark ladder [5.3], and superimposed multiple gratings [5.4]. The 

cw reflection response for these grating structures are well-understood. Aithough, 

in principle, pulse propagation can still be rnodeled by multiplying the input pulse 

spectrum with the grating response computed by the coupled-wave equations, due 

to the coherence among the gratings in these structures, the ultrashort pulse 



applications for optical communications. 

The studies presented in this thesis have centered about the linear propagation of 

ultrashort pulses through fibre gratings. The nonlinear properties of fibre gratings 

C5.3 - 5.51 have also been investigated. These studies, though, focus on cw or 

quasi-cw input signals. A logical extension of the work presented here is to 

consider the nodrnear propagation of ultrashort pulses through fibre gratings. 

In conclusion, there are many areas in fibre gratings which can be explored, especially in the 

ultrashort pulse regime, and the work presented in this thesis wili serve as a usefil foudation. 
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Solution of the Coupled-Wave Equations 

The coupledkave equations (2.1 1) can be written in matrix form as follows: 

In general, the coefficients of the matrix are position dependent; however, if the waves are 

propagated step-by-step over then entire grating using a sufficiently small step size, then in 

each propagation step, these coefficients may be treated as constants and the above system 

may be solved by the usual method of diagonalization. The eigenvalues for the above system 

z = ] d z2 = 1 ] . The soiution to (A 1) i t  an arbitrary point cm 

where 1 = i Jo2 - K~ and cl, c2 are constants. If a+ and a. are known at some propagation 

step C,,,, say they have the values a: and a: respectively, then the constants cl, c2 are given by 



Using (A2), the amplitudes a, and a- at the next point L+, = + h, where h is the 

propagation step (and is small enough so that the aforementioned assumptions hold) are 

which relates the field amplitudes between two points separated by a propagation step h and is 

the desired result. 

Time-dornain coupled-wave equaionr 

The time domain coupled-wave equations (2.18) are repeated here in sirnplined form: 

46)  + and z=e(5)=- where 6 = g(r) = - The above system, 
2ni ck, 2 2 4  

together with the boundary conditions a+ (O, 1 )  = A(t)  and a- ( 0 , t )  = 0  and initial 



initial-value-problem. 

Hyperbolic equations have two distinct characteristic curves which allows the system 

of partial difEerential equations (PDEs) to b e  transformed into one of ordinaxy daerential 

equations (ODEs) which can then be integrated (along the characteristics) [A. 11- Here, the 

characteristics are straight h e s  and the transformation 

simplifies the onginal system (A.6) into 

which can be solved using any standard numencai algorithm for ODEs (A2]. The algorithm 

used to integrate the ODES is based upon a modified predictor-corrector method IA33. 

This integration process is briefly describeci for the standard ODE 

If y, represents the soIution to (k9) at the discretized point in the computation domain, x,,, 

then the solution at the next point, denoted (X,,+~J+,,~), where xn+, = x, + h (h is the step size) 

can be obtained with the following scheme which has been shown to be fourth-order stable 

CA.31: 



(A 10) is an irnplicit set of equations, an inherent feature of higher-order predictorcorrector 

methods. To solve the implicit equations, an iterative process is used. This then requises an 

initial starting value for y, ,+estimates for the initial trial values are given below [A31 

In surnrnary, starting fiom the boundary conditions, (A. 1 1) gives the initial vail values which 

can then be used in (A. lo), which in turn forms the integration procedure for solvhg (Ag). 
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